
The first post on MeFi linked 
to what website?

(correct spelling required)

💻

cat-scan.com



vacapinta helped with European-
time moderation in the early 

days. What was his nickname?

🌙

Midnight Mod!



What's the acronym people 
use when their post consists 

of only one video link?

🎞

SLYT



Without peeking, guess what 
the last-assigned usernumber 

of 2020 was?

309388



What is the most-favorited 
MeFi Music track of all time?

🎶

Punch 'Em In The Dick



Eight MeFites (besides cortex) have 
uploaded over 100 songs to MeFiMu. 

Can you name one of them?

🎤

ageispolis, askmeaboutLOOM, Astro Zombie, Brodyaga, CarrotAdventure, chococat, flapjax at midnite, pyramid termite



When users suspect a post of 
being a shill post, they call it 

by what drink-themed name?

Pepsi Blue



Cortex calls what poem "the 
unofficial poem of MetaFilter"

This is just to say



According to anildash what 
color background is "more 

professional"?

White



When and why was MeFi Chat 
originally set up?

🗣

2012 for the presidential election



Put these subsections in order by 
the date they appeared on the site: 

IRL, FanFare, Projects, Jobs, Music

🗓

Music (2003 & 2006), Projects (2005), Jobs (2006), IRL (2010), FanFare (2014)



In 2019 many MeFites celebrated the 10th 
anniversary of an earlier event when someone 
made another person their contact. This was 

called The Great ____________ ?

💑 ) *

Enspousening



2019 also saw an April 1 
implementation of a ______ 

petting zoo?

🦄

crouton



Speaking of animals, what internet 
protocol started in 1991 can still be 

used to browse MetaFilter?

💾

Gopher



Once you've signed up, MetaFilter is 
free, but sometimes users will request 

a ___ tax for certain uses of AskMe.

🤑

PET



The section of the MeFiWiki 
with links to mental health 

support resources is called what?

🏥
ThereIsHelp



This coloring 
adventure was part 

of what 2017 
roleplaying game? 

Faves & Flags



LACKS AD COPY is an 
anagram for what MeFi 

Annual Holiday?

CAPS LOCK DAY



When a MeFite makes a post or 
comment that seems to resonate 

meaningfully and amusingly with their 
username, it is called what?

😅

Eponysterical



We have some colorful 
characters. How many of the 

ROYGBIV rainbow colors can 
you find MeFi usernames for?

Answers will vary


